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Cloud computing refers to the delivery of on-demand computing services including IT 

infrastructure, storage, network systems, and applications over the internet. Services are 

provided by a third-party vendor who handles the management and maintenance of the 

physical data centers where the cloud services live. 

Cloud computing has already reshaped the way companies do business, but the 

transformative effects of the cloud are far from over. Trends in 2022 display a 

continuation of rapid adoption and growth as companies continue to use the cloud to 

modernize operations and expand IT capabilities. 

 

Cloud Computing Trends 

The cloud continues to be a crucial resource across various sectors as companies 

increasingly rely on on-demand IT. 

 Deploying to the Edge 

 The Continued Rise of Serverless Computing 

 Even More AI and ML Adoptions 

 Kubernetes and Blockchain 

 More Emphasis on Cloud Security 

 Developments in Cloud Gaming, AR, and VR 

 

https://www.otava.com/


 

The cloud became one of the biggest technological winners in the last two years. It 

became both a trend that facilitates innovation and a standard that enables flexibility and 

cost savings. And with a continued importance of cloud services in almost all business 

operations, there is no doubt that the cloud is the future. So, in this tremendous digital 

landscape of varied and dynamic architecture, it’s obvious that new cloud-native trends 

will continue to emerge. 

 

Conclusion  

 

The topics being discussed include: Edge Computing, Edge Server, Data center, benefits 

of Cloud, Serverless Computing, Kubernetes, Kubernetes Clusters multi-cloud etc.,. 
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